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The focus of this paper is a higher-level platform
built on top of the Lively Kernel, that provides exactly
those facilities needed to create a wide variety of active
web content:
A set of concrete components
Concrete here means visible and immediately manipulable and active.
A way to connect the components together
This too should be concrete – that is visible and
immediately effective.
A way to save results as new components
Identify the parts included and their interface,
serialize the whole, and store it back into the
repository.

Introduction

The Lively Kernel [7] surprised and delighted many
people by showing that it is possible to build a complete self-supporting computing kernel from nothing
more than the language and graphics available in every
browser. This held out a promise that “wherever there
is the Internet there can be authoring”. Experience
showed, however, that a substantial gap remains between the programming environment afforded by kernels such as Lively, and what we usually mean by the
word authoring. By authoring, we mean the creation
of active web content in a manner that is similar to
mashups or that involves, at most, experimentation
with occasional snippets of JavaScript.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 gives overview of the Lively Kernel. Section 3 discusses the repository of parts and Section 4
gives some implementation details. Section 5 shows an
example of the PartsBin in use. Section 6 discusses
related work and Section 7 concludes.

2

Lively Kernel

In this section we introduce our prior work, the development and runtime environment Lively Kernel.

“Kits and Concrete Manipulation: A kit is
a set of primitive components, together with
a framework for connecting the components
to do new and interesting things. If objects
built with the kit can in turn be used to augment the original set of components, then the
range of application becomes very large, limited only by the capability of the primitive
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components and the manner of their interconnection.” [8]

The Lively Kernel is a browser-based environment
for authoring active Web content. Being a selfsupporting system, it is simple and compact, yet it supports rapid authoring with little need for programming
expertise. Most importantly, the entire context of creation is now embedded in the cloud, a shared space in
which to find, alter, create and share new content. The
paper focuses specifically on a “PartsBin” metaphor for
organizing Web content and on an incremental scripting metaphor for making active connections between
components and for forging new functionality.
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2.1

Lively Kernel as a platform

The Lively Kernel begins with a Smalltalk-like
class system [4], from which it defines a Morphicstyle1 [11, 12] graphics architecture, event handling,
1 A Morphic architecture provides a family of primitive graphical objects that can be composed to build essentially any scene.
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Figure 1. Screenshot of the Lively Kernel from 2008
and green thread scheduler. This in turn makes it
possible to build active widgets such as text display
and rich text editor, buttons and scroll bars, clipping
frames and menus; in fact everything needed to build
simple browsers, inspectors and debuggers.
The basic Lively Kernel platform proved to be successful. In less than 10,000 lines of code, it was able to
perform all the functions of an IDE, in addition to providing interactive editing of its graphics components.
Using SVG as a basis, it included its own window system for applications, and a linked-worlds model for
major context switches. Network access was extended
with WebDAV protocol, thus enabling direct access to
an SVN repository in which the code was saved.
Beyond the fact that the Lively Kernel created “life”
in any Internet browser, was the fact that it was only
a Web page itself. It required no download or installation, but simply came to life when loaded by a browser.
Able to edit its own code, it could save its applications,
or even modified versions of itself as Web pages. It held
out a promise that wherever there is the Internet there
can be authoring.
Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the Lively Kernel as
an application environment, here hosting four sample
applications in its own window system.

Figure 2 shows a comprehensive source code browser
built in the Lively Kernel and used for serious programming. It offers direct access to an SVN repository,
the ability to parse conventional JavaScript source code
files into classes and methods, and to present them with
syntax highlighting in the style of a Smalltalk System
Browser [3]. In Figure 3 the browser is shown together
with a model of a radial aircraft engine. When changes
are made in the browser, they take immediate effect in
the model, and are also updated in the repository.
An experienced programmer needs a kernel library,
a language and IDE with which to build new components, and a facility for adding the results of his work
back into the kernel repository. The original Lively
Kernel served this purpose quite well.

2.2

Not the whole story

While appearing to be a breakthrough in openness,
the original Lively Kernel was actually closed to many
users. This is because unless one was a programmer,
one could do little more than play with the graphics
and applications supplied with the system. To build
new content and extend the system required mastery of
the relatively heavyweight, albeit lively, programming
environment (see Figure 3)
Even in its original form, the Lively Kernel showed
some real strengths as an authoring environment.

Each node provides bounds, transformation, and ownership information, as well as functions that govern the response to input
events, and redisplay of altered nodes in the scene.
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Figure 2. The System Code Browser parses JavaScript source code and allows editing class and
object definitions.

Worlds could be saved as projects with local code,
thus allowing at least one level of convenient authoring.
This capability was further amplified by a client-side
Wiki [10] that allowed worlds to be stored into an SVN
repository, thus making it easy to share projects, and
to retrieve or revert to old versions whenever desired.
But saving projects and worlds was not enough, because it did not really provide the third requirement
above, namely to store new creations back on an equal
footing with other components in the library. Something was badly missing when it was so easy to make
drag-and-drop creations in the Lively Kernel, yet it was
so difficult to publish those creations where they could
easily be accessed and built on by others.

3

component a “PartsBin”, and it can be seen in use in
Figure 4.
With a little bit of work, as shown in Figure 5, the
PartsBin became an easily searchable, visually faithful
collection of all sorts of lively components including
• simple shapes,
• UI widgets,
• windows, tabs, presentation structures,
• “vocabularies” such as slide show styles, musical
components.
An interesting distinction between the PartsBin and
other facilities for sharing user created content derives
from the Lively Kernel’s meta-circular design. Because the Lively Kernel platform itself is composed of
malleable parts, new components in the PartsBin can
change the nature of the environment and the applications that it can build. For instance a new tool in the
parts bin might make it possible to design new gradient border fills that were not possible before, or it
might provide new control over gridding not formerly
offered in Lively worlds. This is the added dimension
of extensibility provided by a system in which dynamic
behavior is embraced rather than feared.
It was in this same way that we lifted our Selfsustaining System [7] development process up a level
from programmer concepts like modules and classes to
direct editing of end-user-accessible objects.
We began with two levels of editing content in lively:

Repository of Parts

As part of the drag-and-drop support for graphical
creations, we had built palettes that allowed simple
shapes to be easily located, grabbed and imported into
a scene. Expanding on the SVN and Wiki support,
we were also experimenting with server-side operations,
inspired by the Node.js work [17]. At about the same
time, we also succeeded in converting the entire system
from a base of XML serialization to a cleaner and more
general model built around JSON.
All of these factors converged to make it possible to
serialize Lively components, complete with their graphics and code, store them on a server (as shown in Figure 6), and then retrieve them again in another Lively
environment. Based on its early use, we called this
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Figure 3. A Lively Wiki page with a simulation of a radial engine and a System Code Browser viewing
its underlying class.

• editing objects
tion) [16]

(properties,

style,

composi-

the redundancy in our system but make it more stable
at the same time. Changing properties or behavior of
an object affects only a specific object and does not
have other unanticipated side effects.
Sometimes users want changes to take effect in many
places, for example a bug fix for one object should be
propagated to other copies of that object, even those
copies that exist in other worlds. Currently, this requires applying changes manually, for example, when
extracting behaviors from a part into classes. The handling of sharing and inheritance is a deep design issue
for a general authoring system such as ours. It is a goal
of our continuing research to develop understandable
controls over the apparent conflict between independence and dependence among components in an extensible authoring environment.

• editing classes that indirectly changed the behavior of the object
We then moved from editing JavaScript source files
in external editors to editing modules and classes from
within Lively [10] as seen in Figure 3.
Meta-circularity is a double-edged sword, for editing
each other’s worlds and parts can break the system for
all. What if someone breaks the ObjectEditor in the
PartsBin? This can happen easily and then nobody
can edit scripts of objects any more. Our approach
does not limit these changes and parts can break, but
working versions are still available in the repository.
We follow the wiki principle that everyone can change
anything but bad changes can be easily undone.
The stability of our environment is enhanced by
working with concrete (fully instantiated) components.
Since each part is copied when dragged out of the
PartsBin, changing one part will not affect other parts,
and breaking one object will not break other objects.
This is different from a purely class-based system build
by software engineers, who try to eliminate as much
redundancy as possible. There, the shared behavior is
defined in a class or superclass and modifying that behavior affects many objects at once. By fully copying
a part instead of just instantiating a class we increase

4

Implementation

Lively parts require the serialization of groups of
objects with persistent state, behavior and module dependencies.

4.1

Persistent Object-specific Behavior

By allowing objects to have persistent behavior (as
supported by the “addScript” capability) we could combine both material and procedural forms of authoring
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Figure 4. A PartsBin with the “Basic” category open. The pane on the right allows to view the edit
history of the part, load old versions, move the part to a different category, or remove it.

content. Editing objects allows one to create content,
form, and behavior. Self [19] explored this unification
of state and behavior many years ago and our implementation language JavaScript builds on the same underlying concepts.
One difference of the unification of behavior and
state in JavaScript and Self is that the behavior is transient in JavaScript since normal JavaScript closures
cannot be fully serialized. We solved this by using our
own form of closures when adding scripts to objects.
With them we can inspect and serialize the instancespecific behavior of objects as well.

4.2

needed to deserialize them and the classes in turn require the Protovis libraries.
While this dual strategy seems to be inherent in the
different ecologies of kernel and user-built components,
we continue to seek a solution that would more elegantly address the apparently different usage scenarios.

5

Creating applications with the Lively
Kernel

Creating applications with the Lively Kernel involves combining and augmenting existing objects from
the PartsBin. The resulting object has the same properties as any other part of the system and it can be
published in the PartsBin as well. In this section we
give a detailed example of the creation process of such
a part.

Modules and Parts

We have found it convenient to maintain a dual
strategy for managing content in the Lively authoring system. Typically the user-built components are
stored as fully-instantiated objects, whereas the system and primitive library components are stored in a
module system that allows for dynamic loading of new
code into the system as needed. Each module can pull
in classes and modules that are needed to deserialize
it. This enables us to package foreign resources and external libraries. We put thin objects into the PartsBin
that require these libraries and make use of them. A
good example of this is our integration of Protovis [1].
We do not need to load Protovis or even know about
it before. The visualizations know which classes are

5.1

CPU Visualization

In the following we show how to create a typical application using the PartsBin and existing parts. The
logic of most applications can be broadly divided in
three parts: Gather data from a (external) source, process and filter the data, output the result, for example
in the user interface.
The application that will be created is a CPU visualization. It will access CPU workload data from the
lively-kernel.org server, process it, and display the data
using a Protovis [1] diagram.
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Figure 5. A PartsBin with the “Visualization” category open. These parts use Protovis and can be
dragged out to be used or adapted if necessary.

Figure 6. A user-created WordCounter part to be uploaded to the server.
5.1.1

CPU Data Access

shell of the server operating system. Using the Linux’s
mpstat command line utility we access the CPU data.
In the lower part of Figure 7 the output of that tool
is shown. This output is also the result of the server
request that is delivered to the client.

The first step when implementing the application is to
access the data to be visualized. Lively Kernel provides a network abstraction that can be used to access
any Web service via HTTP. However, for this specific
application we need to run code on the server itself
since there is no existing service that would deliver the
required data.
We use a server [17] to run JavaScript code sent
from a client in our environment. The interface to the
Node.js server is encapsulated in a part. This part
provides the general behavior that is required to send
code and receive its result. Part developers can use
this object by overwriting the onServerDo method to
execute code in the server context. Figure 7 shows this
part and how it was adapted to retrieve CPU workload
data. Node.js allows one to run applications in the

5.1.2

Processing and Visualizing the Data

For the visualization we employ another PartsBin object: A Protovis area chart. This object interfaces
the Protovis JavaScript library and embeds it into the
Lively environment. To feed the data from the server
part into the visualization we use visual connectors that
allow users to express a dataflow relationship between
objects2 . Part objects can provide connection points,
2 These visual connections are established by the following
simple gestures:
1. Choose “connect” from a menu of the source object, with
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Figure 7. A part running code on a Node.js server to gather CPU data.
data sources, that, when changed, will distribute the
data from their source to connected objects. The server
part provides the source connection point serverResult and the Protovis visualization object the connection point addDataAndRender. The result when both
points are connected is to add a data value to the visualization and re-render it whenever a server request
from the CPU data accessor returns.
However, we need to refine the connection in order
to adapt the server output to something the visualization expects and to select the data we are interested
in (the CPU workload). In Figure 8 you can see the
connected application and a converter that customizes
the server-visualization connections. It gets a string
similar to that from Figure 7 as input, parses it into a
table, converts it into a number, and changes the idle
value to the actual workload value by subtraction from
100. The converter can be added or altered by simply
clicking on the visual server-visualization connector.
To enable the newly created application to run continuously we add a timer to it that then is visually connected to the server part. Whenever the timer ticks,
its tick connection point is updated and it will trigger
the exec connection point of the server part that will
in turn issue a new server request.
For the final application, the parts needed only for

construction (timer, server access) can be hidden. The
remaining objects can be selected, named, and then
published to the PartsBin as a new application.

6

Related Work

Fabrik [8] is a visual programming environment that
allowed one to program by visually connecting components dragged out of a PartsBin. The component composition could then be put back into the PartsBin for
use elsewhere.
The Digitalk Parts Workbench [2] offered a similar facility for component layout and connection for
the Digitalk Smalltalk environments. Its library was
also later extended to wrap components in COBOL
and Java.
Self [19] is an object-oriented programming environment that allows for programming objects directly. Objects in Self contain and access data and behavior in a
uniform way. Objects in Self can be transported from
one Self world to another [18], but Self does not come
with shared repositories of objects.
Second Life [15] is a virtual 3D world where most
content is generated by users. User can create and
modify graphical objects which are made of graphical primitives and scripts. These objects can then be
shared with other users by selling them or giving them
away for free. Granting editing rights allows users to
work together on the same objects. Since the creation

outgoing property name from a submenu
2. Extend a rubber-band line to the target object
3. When the target has been chosen, choose the ingoing property
name from the resulting connection menu
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Figure 8. The final CPU visualization and the parts for ticking and server access.
of active content is domain-specific the second life user
interface and tools can not be extended from within
the system as is possible with the Lively approach.
Squeak [6] is a Smalltalk-based programming environment that can be used as a personal multimedia authoring environment [5]. It has also a PartsBin, where
objects can be dragged out. Squeak is a class-based
system and programming objects directly is not the
intended way to extend the system, except in the case
of the EToys framework.
The SuperSwiki [14] allows users to share Squeak
Etoy [9] projects over the internet. Projects are containers, similar to Lively worlds, for user-created content built from objects and scripts. Projects can be
shared and modified, but can not be used as building
blocks themselves. Our serialization approach is similar to the object streams used in Squeak. We made
our data format robust to code changes since we use
JSON as a format and not binary code that depends
on a specific class layout, as Squeak projects do.
Many End-user programming environments have
built-in repositories to allow their users to share content. A representative example is Scratch [13], a multimedia tile scripting programming environment for children that evolved from the Squeak Etoys work. In
Scratch, sharing and remixing of projects plays an important part for being a “more social” programming
environment. Children are encouraged to publish their
projects from Scratch directly to the Scratch community website3 where children can directly play the
projects (via a Java plugin) and download them. As
in Etoys, the unit of sharing is the project. Individual
objects can only be shared indirectly through them,
searching a PartsBin for objects and directly dragging
them out as in our approach, seems to make the shar3 http://scratch.mit.edu/

ing and remixing a more integral part of the content
creation process.
Yahoo! Pipes4 is a Web-based end-user programming environment, that allows users to graphically wire
together components to mashup Web-resources and
produce RSS feeds. Those pipes can be shared and
copied, modified, and reused by other users. Before a
user can use or modify a pipe, the user has to copy the
pipe to its own set of pipes. Pipes is domain-specific
and therefore does not allow the creation of general
active Web content.
The main difference between these environments
and the Lively Kernel is that they do not allow one
to create objects and tools that evolve the system itself. All of these environments distinguish between a
tool and the material level: They put the editor as a
tool on a different level as the script that is edited. This
has the effect that there is no way to build a better editor out of the scripts in these worlds. It is clear that
not all users want to have such a level of freedom and
power, but building such freedom into a system allows
us to evolve it in unanticipated ways.

7

Conclusion

It is gratifying when a solution to one problem turns
out to nicely solve a number of other problems. We began with the simple need for a shape palette that was
backed up on a server. But immediately it added the
value of sharing. And when serialization was improved
it became possible to store any component there, including complex tools and applications. Once those
components could be accessed in the cloud, less needed
to be included in the base system.
4 http://pipes.yahoo.com/
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Beyond merely solving more problems, the PartsBin
repository has become a central element that simplifies
the structure of the system and even suggests a new
definition of the kernel. The Lively Kernel we once
knew is now deconstructed out in the cloud, and growing beyond its former bounds. It is a shift in paradigm
to where the “kernel” can now be reconstructed as simply that which is needed to support and work with a
vast ecology of parts in the cloud.
What’s next? We are at a similar place now with
the ability to spawn active worlds in cloud resources, to
visit headless worlds remotely, and to host live collaboration in our worlds. Hopefully we will soon be able
to report some similarly practical results in the areas
of collaboration and distribution.
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